
 

 

 

AT THE SHED  Jim Lightfoot  
 

Verse 1 
We’re your partner away from home  
So you never need to feel alone  
The shed is here for one and all  
We’re a community of likeminded souls 
  

Verse 2  
We’re here for each other,  
we’re here for you  
It makes no odds what  
you can and cannot do  
Learn new skills  
from those who know how  
There’s no better time 
to start than now  
 

Chorus  

So - cut some steel, drill a hole  
Weld a joint, turn a bowl  
Dock some wood, sand it down  
V1 Chat with a mate or stand around  
V2 Agree with a mate or stand your ground 
Bang a nail, turn a screw  
Be part of everything we do  
Use your hands or use your head  
Just come and join us at the shed  
 

Verse 3  
Music, photo's, cars, boats and bees  
All the dust will prob'ly make you sneeze  
Smoko’s at ten, tall stories then  
There are plenty of laughs 
at the Shed  

 
Verse 4  
Try your hand at almost anything  
A couple of the blokes can even sing  
So if you bang your thumb 
in B flat you should hum  
‘Cos we like to get a tune up at the shed  
 

Chorus  
 

Verse 5 
We’ve got Doctors, Judges, 
Farmers and a Priest  
Pilots, Tradies, Civil Engineers  
Accountants by the score, 
a Banker and many more  
We’ve even got a Sailor at the Shed 
 

Verse 6 - spoken 
You know we’d like your company –  
just as you are  
You can work on your bike (ring ring)  
You can work on your car (toot toot)  
So much you can do here,  
it’s like a family outing (minus the kids)  
You can even join the choir - and -
PRACTICE YOUR SHOUTING  
 

Ending  
Mozzy Park Shed, Mozzy Park Shed  
Help is on hand is what I said  
Mozzy Park Shed, Mozzy Park Shed - 
It’s too late to join….. 
When you’re dead! 
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